
1. Paragraph Writing Space — Membership for Two    Paragraph provides an ideal working environment for writers of 
all genres. These two memberships entitle you to evening, night and weekend access to a quiet, comfortable space in the 
West Village — easy to get to, yet far from the distractions and obligations of urban life. You will have your own space to 
write, plus access to a common area and a lovely kitchen. Plus a social community of other writers with monthly events for 
members to exchange ideas.

2. Woodwork     Dinner for Two and a round of drinks at the bar that NY Magazine listed as one of the top three bars in 
the whole damn city. If you come in on a Thursday or Sunday, Lungfull! editor Tracey McTague will be pouring your drinks.

3. Bates Motel Ashtray    A souvenir ashtray from cinema’s most infamous remotely-located highway motel, a place 
where ghoulish things occupy the root cellar and the showers are best avoided...

4. Hand Painted resin NEMO GIRL, designed by Mark Schulz (of Xenozoic Tales) & Clayburn Moore    This 
gorgeous collector’s statue applies a Gil Elvgren-esque pinup aesthetic to the retro sci-fi stylings of Jules Verne. The 
quizzical expression on the character’s face as a cheeky octopus makes its way up along her backside lends the piece an 
old school charm that renders it a perfect addition to the display shelf of the discerning collector.

5. Friday Jones Tattoo    One free consultation and tattoo session with one of the world’s most acclaimed body artists. 
Friday Jones’ clients include Angelina Jolie, Janeane Garofalo, The Neville Brothers, Robbie Williams, Lydia Hearst and 
Angie Harmon. She is known for providing an overall experience that combines fine art, detailed craftsmanship and personal 
as well as spiritual components that transcend what tattoo art has previously been known to be. More than a tattoo artist, 
Friday’s designs continue to win awards and are showcased in art galleries across the United States and Europe.

6. Sparrow Original Artwork    Original art made for Lungfull! by the legendary poet, artist and presidential candidate.

7. Film Forum’s “Cinema Set of Nine”    The coveted dvd-collection from Film Forum – the only autonomous, nonprofit 
cinema in New York City and one of only very few in the U.S. As a cinema of ideas, Film Forum is committed to presenting 
an international array of films that treat diverse social, political, historical and cultural realities. Unlike commercial cinemas 
that primarily book high-grossing, Hollywood films, Film Forum’s programs are thoughtfully curated, with attention 
to unique cinematic qualities, historical importance individually or within a genre and, particularly for documentaries, 
relevance to today’s world. The Films, chosen by Film Forum’s curators: Food, Inc / El Sicario room 164 / Dial H-i-s-t-o-r-y 
/ 12 / The White Ribbon / The Headless Woman / Rapt / Ballets Russes / Sweetgrass

8. Drum & Percussion Lesson by Conor Elmes    Right now, Conor is either playing somewhere in New York City or is 
halfway around the world with one of several bands he works with. A master of many genres, he moves deftly from jazz to metal 
to hip hop to second line. Conor has studied with such greats as Rakalam Bob Moses, John Abercrombie, Cecil McBee, Danillo 
Perez and George Garzone. He also traveled to Matanzas Cuba to study with the legendary Muñequitos de Matanzas.

9. Todd Colby Original Artwork   Original art made for Lungfull! by the legendary artist and man-about-town.

10. Ugly Duckling Presse    Lifetime subscription to 6X6 magazine!

11. Wolfman Librarian Astrological Love Chart    We have to answer to the sun, moon and stars. THEY have to answer 
to Wolfman Librarian Filip Marinovich who will generate  your very own love chart. See your sweet summer in advance!

12. “Waiters, Jakarta” Framed Photo by Matt Easton    …or as Tracey calls it, “Smith and 9th Street Pretty Boys.” 
Waiters at a Javanese style restaurant, in a replica NYC subway car in an Indonesian mall. 

13. Your Own Pyramid    Novelist and poet Colin Dodds will build you a pyramid. It can be anywhere from four to twelve 
feet high and will fit in most yards, lofts or rooftops. It can be used as a writing space, meditation chamber, children’s 
playhouse, doghouse, romantic getaway or comeuppance of small-minded neighbors. Colin will provide the plans and 
can do the building & you provide the materials and the space for the pyramid. The pyramid will be sturdy and handsome, 
though capable of relatively easy disassembly and transport.
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14. Tracey McTague Original Cover Art     Ink drawing, inspired by Johann Goffried Zeidler’s 17th century studies of 
dowsing, created for the Lungfull! cover.

15. Celebrity Stylist Paula from BADLANDS Salon — Gentleman’s Shave    One Hot towel Straight Razor Shave OR 
a beard trim and beard conditioning 

16. Celebrity Stylist Paula from BADLANDS Salon — Lady’s or Gentleman’s hair makeover     One Hair Makeover, 
conditioning and cut pour l’homme ou la femme. 

17. Devil Man (“Violence Action Figure”) Still In Original Package. Mint Condition    
An impressive collector’s toy of the demonic Devilman, one of the most infamous manga and anime characters of the 
1970’s, created by legendary manga artist Go Nagai.The Devilman manga was quite controversial for its era, due to its 
then-shocking levels of graphic gore and violence, aspects that were toned down considerably when the manga made 
the transition to TV animation. The character was redesigned to look like a more conventional superhero, complete with 
trunks, but it is the classic, more horrific original iteration that is fondly remembered as a classic some forty years later, 
and that version is the one depicted in this figure.

18. Birds, LLC — All the Books    A complete collection of everything they’ve published: Seven Books in all and that’s 
counting the Frist 4 Books of Sampson Starkweather as just one book when of course it should be counted as five million.  
Rise in the Fall by Ana Bozicevic / Partykife by Dan Magers / Goat in the Snow by Emily Petit / Kings of the F**king Sea by Dan 
Boehl / The French Exit by Elisa Gabbert / The Trees Around by Chris Tonelli / The First 4 Books of Sampson Starkweather

19. Shiranui Figure Still In Original Package. Mint Condition    Shiranui, the cybernetic ninja hero from the 1988 “Mirai 
Ninja” videogame and actionpacked live-action movie, which was released direct to video in the United States as Cyber-Ninja.

20. Chick Publications Library    From the early 1990’s, a near-complete run of evangelical comics author and publisher 
Jack T. Chick’s output. It’s a head-on collision of sincere-yet-borderline-insane attempts at soul saving in a comics format 
put to unintentionally hilarious high camp use. Though many earnestly cite these little comic books for rescuing them from 
suicide or drug addiction (and steering them to the addiction that is Born Again Christianity), it’s almost impossible to view 
these compact blasts of hell-and-damnation cautionary tales as anything other than jaw-droppingly hilarious (and more 
than a little intolerant and offensive), but there you go.

21. Map of Tolkien’s Middle Earth    A large fold-out map of Middle Earth, though not the familiar one illustrated by 
Tolkien himself. One can say a lot for the author’s ability to craft an enduring story, but artwork was certainly not his forte 
and this version of the map blows the author’s out of the water in the technique department. (Which is not to say that 
Tolkien’s original didn’t possess considerable quaint charm.)

22. Tracey McTague, Three Individually Framed Collages    Collages created for Lungfull! 

23. Historic Original Poster from the Poetry Project Archive   Framed original poster from the 1980’s 

24. First edition hardcover copies of Tarzan of the Apes and The Return of Tarzan by Edgar Rice Burroughs    
Inarguably one of the most famous and influential of 20th century pop culture landmarks, the first two novels starring 
Edgar Rice Burroughs’s apeman hero, to be auctioned together because the first novel ends on rather a cliffhanger and 
it would be most unkind to auction the first one without its conclusion. Cracking adventure yarns of the highest calibre, 
these may surprise those who’ve never read a Tarzan story, thanks to their author’s ability to utterly draw the reader 
into scenarios fraught with excitement, danger, melodrama, and still-shocking savagery and graphic violence. Though 
considered “family-friendly due to decades of comics, movies, and TV shows, the original, straight-from-the-tap Tarzan is 
very strong meat that would instantly garner a hard R rating if translated faithfully to the screen today.
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